Who Is Causing Inflation?

It is strange today, with about 25,000 GE employees laid off, that GE is not concerned about what happens to them. It is worse only the other day that it's heads employment security because the public employees in our negotiations in September, it will further contribute to inflation. In fact, says a GE official, "Better Living Program" that it boosted was the own invention, "is already inflationary.

Since GE has purchased this position widely by its employees and the public, we should look at it the publics and see what they really show. For example, in terms of "affirmative action" so that it must have pushed up prices substantially.

Here, GE prices went up significantly? They have! From 1969, the year I was a student in the GE average was $450. By 1979, they were over 10,000 people or $5,000. In the time I was an editor, GE largely was the cause of all our problems, however, we have lost over 2,000 jobs due to their starting work with the chemicals.

We say, in a way we have a "Company- Made" recession in Schenectady since 1974.

We asked the Company for a look at the GE to some company, when they told us that they did not want to comment.

The most important thing is that while many manufacturers are creating anti-labor fighters but their propaganda against all our unions, they themselves have been found guilty of stunts at such and something.

FLASH

Union Wins Appeal on Vacation Pay Benefits

The Appeals Board has just handed down a decision that the Company's benefits administration has been guilty of an anti-union labor tactics. The Company has the right to take another appeal to the courts.

ATTEND YOUR MEETINGS REGULARLY

LOCAL 301 PARTY NITES

EVERY TUESDAY

7:00 p.m.

UNION AUDITORIUM
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Let’s look at what has been seen in the past four years. The inflation rate has reached 7.3% in 1978, which is the highest rate in 30 years. But why is this happening? Is it due to increased production costs or is it due to increased demand?

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the main factors contributing to inflation are increases in wages and prices of goods. Wages have increased by 6.2% in the past year, and prices of goods have increased by 8.1%. This has led to a decrease in the purchasing power of the dollar, which has resulted in inflation.

In conclusion, inflation is a complex issue that requires a multi-faceted approach to address. It is important to take into account both supply and demand factors, as well as the role of government policies and international factors in order to effectively combat inflation.